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ABSTRACT. A parabolic I tô equation is an equation of the form

(3u/dt)(t,a) <m Lu(t,u) +f(u (t,o>)) + a(t,u),       u(0) — u<¡, u„, u G H.

H is a Hubert space with scalar product u • v and norm |-|. L is a linear time-independent

negative-definite operator from H to H. fis a Lipschitz continuous operator from H to H.

a(r, ti) is a white noise process in //.

Under suitable technical conditions the following results are obtained:

I. A unique nonanticipating solution of (1) exists with sup,£{|u|2} < oo.

II. u(t,u) — R(t,u>) + V(t,a) where R(t,u) is a stationary process and

Um  E{\V't, cj)I2}=0.

III. If L is selfadjoint and / is the gradient of a smooth functional then an explicit

expression is found for the stationary density of R(t,u) on H.

IV. For the equation (du/dt)(t, u) = Lu(t, w) + f(u(t, w)) + sa(t, a) an asymptotic expan-

sion in e is proven which holds uniformly in t.

I. Introduction. This paper is a first step toward a theory of random solutions

of nonlinear partial differential equations. The basic heuristic idea is to find a

class of equations whose solutions approach an "equilibrium state" as time goes

to infinity. In many cases an explicit representation of the "equilibrium state" can

be found even when the equation itself cannot be solved.

The most important application of the results in this paper would seem to be

in the theory of random fluctuations of a system about an equilibrium.

A parabolic Itô equation is an equation of the form

(du/dt)(t,u) = Lu(t,u) +f(u(t,u)) + a(t,u),       u(0) = u0, u0, u G 77.

77 is a Hubert space with scalar product u • v and norm |-|. L is a linear time-

independent negative-definite operator from 77 to 77. / is a Lipschitz continuous

operator from 77 to 77. a(t,u>) is a white noise process in 77. Heuristically, this

means that for every v, u e 77, a(t, u>) satisfies

E{(a(t,u) ■ u)(a(s,u) ■ v)) = (u ■ v)ô(t - s)

where E is the expectation in to.
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178 ROBERT MARCUS

II. An example. A simple example will first be discussed to illustrate the general

theory. Let u(x, t, u) satisfy

«z = Uxx + <*ix,t,a),

m(x,0) = 0,       k(0,í) = 0,       «,(1,0 = 0.

a(x, t, u) satisfies

E{fo f(x)a(jc' *>w) dx Ío Six)aix, s, a) dxj = 8(t - s) Jf' /(x)g(x) dx.

Let ¿>,(x) be a complete orthonormal set of vectors in L2(0,1) satisfying

g = -M*     *(0) = o,     §£(» = o.

w(x,f,w) can be expanded in terms of the orthonormal set u(x,t,u) = 2( u¡(t,

w)d>,(x). Similarly a(x,t,u) can be expanded: a(x,f,<o) = 2« «/(*>")&(*) where

the a,(/,w) are independent ordinary white noise processes.

Using the expansions the partial differential equation becomes

dujdt = -\u, + a¡(t,u>),      11,(0) = 0.

The solution to the system of equations is

«,('.") = X «P(-\(' - i))a,(i,w)<fc.

The m,(/,w) are Gaussian processes which satisfy

£{«,(/, w)} = 0,

E{ui(t,u)Ui(s,u)) = exP(-X,|/-^-exp(-X,0 + J))
2A,

The above statements imply that «,(/, w) can be written in the following way:

u,(t,u) = Ri(t,u) A- V,(t,a).

/?,(/,«) and V¡(t,u) are Gaussian processes satisfying

E{Ri(t,w)} = 0,       £{!&<,»)} = 0;

E{Ri(t,u)Ri(s,u)} = exp(-X,|f - s\)/2\¡,

E{R,(t,a)Vtka)) = -exp(-\(/ + s))/2\,

E{Vi(t,w)Vi(s,u)} = erp(-\(r + *))/2\.

Note that R¡(t,u) is a stationary process while lim,^xE{V¡2(t,u)) = 0. Hence

linv*. £{«?(*,«)} = E{R2(t,u)} = 1/2X,,
Recall u(x,t,u>) = 2£ i «¡('.^(x) which implies that
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lim E{u(x,t,u)u(y,t,u)} = f¡ ^MÉ.

From the boundary conditions on <b¡(x),

■£, <¡>i(x)<pj(y)      1    .  ,     v
2      2\      =2imn^)-

Combining all the above results it follows that as t -» 00, «(x,r,<o) approaches

a stationary process with a stationary measure on L?(0,1) equivalent to a Wiener

measure.

The preceding discussion can be easily generalized to other selfadjoint elliptic

operators on L2(D) where D C RN. In particular for higher dimensions and

suitable powers of the Laplacian, the stationary measure will correspond to a

Wiener-Levy process with multidimensional time.

HI. Main results. The first step is to convert (du/dt)(t, u) = Lu(t, to) + f(u(t, to))

+ a(t, u) into an integral equation with the kernel P(t) which is the fundamental

solution of dP/dt = L7*. One obtains

(1)       u(t, to) = £ P(t - s)f(u(s, a))ds+£ P(t - s)a(s, <S)ds + P(t)uo.

Under suitable technical conditions the following results are obtained:

I. A unique nonanticipating solution of (1) exists with sup,7i{|m|2} < oo.

II. u(t, <o) = R(t, <o) + V(t, w) where R(t, u) is a stationary process and

]im„xE{\V(t,u)\2} = 0.

III. If L is selfadjoint and / is the gradient of a smooth functional then an

explicit expression is found for the stationary density of R(t, u>) on 77.

IV. For the equation (du/dt)(t,u) = Lu(t,u) + f(u(t,u)) + ea(t,u) an asymp-

totic expansion in e is proven which holds uniformly in /.

The following technical conditions are needed for the results of this paper:

(i)f(u) is an operator from H to H satisfying \f(u) — f(v)\ < a\u — v\.

(ii) For t > 0, P(t) is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator satisfying |P(/)| < t?-v, a

< À, in which |-| is the operator norm on 77. This condition implies that

S? \P(t)\dt < \/a.
(iii) Jo00 Trace (P*(t)P(i))dt = sup,7i{|/o' P(t - s)a(s,u)ds\2} < oo, where P*

is the adjoint of P.

Note. If L = A + iB where A and B are Hermitian operators satisfying

(\)A+(BB*)X'2<-K,

(2) (A + (BB*)l/2)~l is of trace class,

then it is straightforward to show that P(t) satisfies conditions (ii) and (iii) above.

Theorem 1. Under the technical conditions stated above, equation (1) has a unique

nonanticipating solution u(t,u) e 77. Furthermore, E(\u(t,u)\2} is uniformly bound-

ed in t.
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Note. Baklan [4] has announced a result similar to Theorem 1 except for the

global bound on £{|w(f,w)|2}.

Proof of Theorem 1. Using Picard iteration,

«*+]('.w) - X' *(* " *)/M*»"))* + fa P(' - Ms,")ds + Pit)u0.

First it will be shown that lirrif/^^u^t^) exists in the mean square sense

uniformly in t.

Since

"at+i(í.w) - uN(t,u) = JT' p(* - 5)(/("zv) -/(«w-i))*.

then

sup E{\uN+x(t,w) - uN(t,io)\2} = sup E IIJT' Af(f - *)(/(«„) -/(«/*.,))   J.

Now using conditions (i) and (ii),

sup E Ü£dsP(i - s)(f(uN) -/(«w_,))| j

< sup £ {(/o' ds\P(t - s)\ \f(uN) -/(^-Jl)2}

< sup(/o' ds\P(t - s)\j sup E{\f(uN) -/(«„-,)|2}.

(The last step comes from expanding the integral squared as a double integral

and using obvious inequalities and manipulations.)

< (jT ds |Pf»|) sup a2£{|Mjv - Mjv_, |2}

<^ sup ¿(I«*-Kat-i I2}

where a2/X2 < 1.

This demonstrates that

a2
sup E{\uN+x - «„I2} < ^ sup E{\uN - uN-X |2}.

Recall a < X.
To complete the proof that limAr_08wJV converges, one must show that

sup,E{\ux - w0|2} < oo.

Since |«ol < oo the proof reduces to showing sup^dwtl2} < oo. Now

«,(/) = J0' Pit - s)f(u0)ds + Jo' P(t - s)a(s,u)ds + P(t)uQ,
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and therefore

sup£{k|2}<3(/o°°|7'(i)|2ià)|/(«0)|2

+ 3^°° Trace (P*(s)P(s))ds + 3\u0\2 < oo.

The last statement follows from condition (iii).

The fact that sup, £'{|m|2} < oo follows from the Picard iteration and the

convergence of the resulting geometric series. In fact the method used to prove

Theorem 1 was chosen so that the global bound would be obtained simultaneous-

ly with the proof of existence and uniqueness of u. (Uniqueness follows from the

standard argument for Picard iteration.)

Theorem 2. The solution of equation (1) can be split as follows: u(t,u) = R(t,o>)

+ V(t, u) where R(t, to) is a stationary process and V(t, to) satisfies

lim E{\V(t, w)P}=0.

Note. The following argument shows that R(t, <o) is independent of Wq. i.e., the

stationary distribution of u is unique. The conditions of Theorem 1 imply that

Lu + f(u) is a monotone operator, i.e., (Lu + f(u) - Lv — f(v)) • (u — v) < (a

— \)\u — v\2. Let u and v satisfy equation (1) with initial conditions Uq and v0

respectively. Then it is easily shown that

(d/dt)(l2\u - v\2) = (Lu - Lv +f(u) -f(v)) -(u-v)<(a- X)\u - v\2.

This implies that lim^ool« — v\ = 0.

Proof of Theorem 2. There are two parts to the proof. First it is shown by

induction that each uN(t,u) in the Picard iteration can be split in the above

manner. Then splitting of u(t, u) is accomplished by taking limits.

Since u0(t,u) = u0, let R0(t,u) = u0 and V0(t,u) = 0. Note that R0(t,ui) is

defined for -oo < t < oo. Assume that uN(t,a>) = RN(t,u) + VN(t,u) where

RN(t,u>) is a stationary process defined for — oo < / < oo and

ljmE{\VN(t, o>)|2} = 0.

Now

uN+i(t,o>) = /0' P(t - s)f(uN(s,u))ds +/o' P(t - s)a(s,u)ds + P(t)u0

= ['   P(t-s)f(RN)dsA- ['   P(t-s)a(s,u)ds

- f° P(t - s)f(RN)ds - f° P(t - s)a(s,u)ds
J—co J—co

+ P(t)u0 + JT' P(t - s)(f(uN) -f(RN))ds.
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Let

RN+X(t, to) = /'  Pit - s)f(RN)ds+f   P(t - s)a(s, w) ds
<J—00 J—00

and

VN+x(t,J) = -[" P(t - s)f(RN)ds-f° P(t - s)a(s,u)ds
•/—00 J—00 N

+ P(t)uo +/o' />(/ - s)(/(Mjv) -f(RN))ds.

Note /?#+,(/,«) is a stationary process.

The problem is to verify lim,_>0O7i{|l£r+1(z',w)|2} = 0. The last term in the

expression for VN+X(t,u) is f¿ P(t — s)(f(uN) —f(RN))ds. It is easy to use the

methods of Theorem 1 to prove that

E ||/0' Pit - s)(f(uN) -f(RN))ds\2} < ^ sup E{\VN\2}.

Now if the three other terms which comprise VN+X(t,u) can be shown to

approach 0 as t -> oo at a rate independent of tV, then the decomposition of uN

will be completed.

The first term is/.?«, Pit — s)f(RN)ds. Using the methods of Theorem 1, it can

be shown that

E {|/_°m Pit - s)f(RNis))ds\2 j < (/_°x \P(t - 5)| ds)'_snp<o E{\f(RN)\2}-

From Theorem 1 it follows that sup^fj/iwjv)!2} is bounded uniformly in N.

Since lim,^ E{\f(uN)\2} = E{\f(RN)\2}, sup_œ<l<0E{\f(RN)\2} < c < oo.

Hence

E {|/-1 p(* - *)/(**(*))*f} < <(/_! M - s)\ds>j2.

The right-hand side vanishes uniformly in N as t -* oo.

For the second term

E (\f°x P(t - s)a(s,a)ds\ | = j[°° Trace (P*(s)P(s))ds.

By condition (iii) preceding Theorem 1, the right-hand side approaches 0 as

t -» oo.

For the third term £{|P(/)«0|2} < kl2|P(/)l2 < kl2*-2*1- Again the right-
hand side vanishes as t -» oo. This completes the proof that

tontf{l*W'. ")l2} = 0

uniformly in N.
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It has been shown that uN(t, to) = RN(t, u) + VN(t, u). To complete the proof of

Theorem 2 the decomposition must be extended to limAr_,00MAr(i,<o) = u(t,u).

The first step is to show that hmw_007?iy(/,<o) = R(t,u). The proof is by

contradiction; assume there exists an e such that, for all n,

sup  E{\RN(t,u) - RM(t,u)\2} > 2e.
zV»,zV>zt

Since the difference of two stationary processes is stationary, the expression on

the left is independent of time. By choosing t large enough, thus making

E{\VN(t,u)\2) and E{\VM(t,u)\2) sufficiently small, it is easy to show

sup,siipMN>nE{\uN — uM\2} > 6. But this contradicts the result that lim^^ uN(t,

<o) exists, which was proven in Theorem 1. Since R(t) = lim^a, RN(t) is the limit

of stationary processes, it is a stationary process.

The final step in proving Theorem 2 is to show

lim E{\u(t,u) - R(t,u>)\2} = 0.
/-»CO

Using a standard inequality,

E{\u(t,<S) - R(t,u)\2} < 3£{|«(/,<o) - uN(t,«>)\2}

+3E{\uN(t,u) - RN(t,u)\2} + 3E{\RN(t,u) - R(t,u)\2}.

Take N large enough so that the first and third terms are less than e/3 uniformly

in t. Then choose t large enough so that E{\uN — RN\2} < e/3. Combining the

three terms one has shown E{\u(t,u) - 7?(i,to)|2} < e for sufficiently large t. This

completes the proof of Theorem 2 that u(t, u) = R(t, <o) + V(t, u) where R(t, a>) is

a stationary process and lim,_007i{|F(r,<o)|2} = 0.

Note that for f(u) = 0, the stationary measure for 7?(/,<o) is a Gaussian

measure with mean 0 and covariance/0°° P*(s)P(s)ds. Writing the covariance in

the form J0°° e'LesL*ds gives an explicit representation —(L + L*)"1 when L is a

normal operator. If L and L* do not commute, no simple general expression can

be found for the covariance.

Even if f(u) ¥= 0, it may still be possible to find the stationary distribution

explicitly. If L is selfadjoint, let t/0 be the Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and

covariance operator -2L~K (L~] exists because L is a selfadjoint negative-definite

operator.) Then if F(u) is an indefinite Fréchet integral oîf(u), it will be proved

that the stationary distribution p of u(t, a>) is described by the following formula:

lim E{G(u(t,u))} - fH G(u)Ôï(u)

= fH GK)eWóW«o)//„ ̂ MÔVoM-

S h G(u)ô!p(u) is the integral of G(u) over 77 with respect to the distribution to. G

is any bounded measurable functional on 77. In other words, to has Radon-

Nikodym derivative e2F^/fH e2F<-u>8$0(u) with respect to too-
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Theorem 3. Let u(t, u) satisfy all the conditions of Theorem 1. Then the stationary

distribution of u(t, u) is the distribution p described above.

Proof of Theorem 3. The proof has two parts. First a sequence uN is given,

converging uniformly in t to u. The stationary distributions of uN can be found

explicitly. Finally the stationary distributions of uN will be shown to converge to

f.
Recall L is a selfadjoint linear operator with an inverse of trace class. Hence

L has a complete set of orthonormal eigenvectors ¿>( such that Ld>, = X,d>,. Let JN

be the projection of 77 onto the finite-dimensional vector space spanned by {<b¡)

for / = 1, 2, 3, ..., zV. Note the equation dP/dt = LP implies |7>(/) - Pit)JN\

< ce-x"' for some constant c.

Let uN(t,u>) be the solution of

""(') = SI p(* - "Mü/ttrifr)* + ÍÓ p(' - Ms><*)ds + P(/)mo-

Recall u(t) = J"0' P(t - s)f(u)ds + f¿ Pit - s)a(s,u)ds + P(/)u0.

Now it will be shown that uN converges to u uniformly in t.

Hm sup E{\u - uN\) = Hm sup E Qjf P(t - s)(f(u) - JNf(JNuN))ds\ }

< Hm sup E ||/o' P(t - s)(f(u) -fiuN))ds\ ]•

+ Hm sup E ||/o' P(t - s)(f(uN) -f(JNuN))ds\ J-

+ $£ s,íp £ (IX' P(' " s) C/ttr«fr) - ■&/(/*«*))! *}

< Hm sup/o' \P(t - s)\E{\f(u) -fiuN)\}ds

A- hm sup/o' |P(f - j)|£{!/(«„) -f(JNuN)\}ds

+ ¿im sup/o' |/»(r - s) - Pit - s)JN\E{\f(JNuN)\}ds

< Hm sup t-£{|w- K/vl)
tf-*co     i     A

+ Hm sup %E{\uN - //vM/vl} + Hm sup y-E{\f(JNuN)\}.
/V-*00       ¡       A 7V-»00       ¿       Ajy

Simple algebra yields

(' - ?)$£ sf £{|"_ "*|}

< T Hm sup £{|% - JNuN\) + Hm ^- sup E{\f(JNuN)\}.
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For the first term on the right-hand side of the inequality, using the equation

uN(t) - JNuN(t) = JT' P(t - s)(a(s) - JNa(s))ds + P(t)u0 - P(t)JNu0

it is easy to show that the limit is equal to 0.

For the second term, using the equation

JNuN(') = X' p(' - s)JNfiJNuN)ds + £ P(t - s)JNa(s)ds + P(t)JNu0

and an argument duplicating the proof of Theorem 1, it is straightforward to

show that sup,7i{|i,>z|} is bounded uniformly in N. Then

¿ii, f sup £(l/(^"zv)l} < hm f sup £{a|t.„| + |/„/(0)|} = 0.
zv—»CO /\ff      i ZV—.00 Ajy      j

This completes the proof that limAr_00sup,7i{|w — uN\) = 0.

The stationary distribution of uN can be found explicitly in two steps,

«zv = Jn"n + ("at - Jn"n). On JNH,

JNuN(t) = X' P(t - s)JNf(JNuN)ds +X' P(t - s)JNa(s)ds + P(t)JNu0.

Since JN 77 is a finite-dimensional vector space, the unique stationary distribution

of JN uN can be found explicitly. [See Appendix.] The stationary distribution of

JNuN has a Radon-Nikodym derivative with respect to p0 on JNH equal to

exp(2F(JNu))/fH exp(2F(JNu))8p0(u). Note the Fréchet derivative of F(JNu) is

WzV")-
The stationary distribution of uN — JNuN is easily determined using the

equation

"zv - JNuN = X' P(t - s)(a(s) - JNa(s))ds + P(t)u0 - P(t)JNu0.

The stationary distribution of uN — JNuN is a Gaussian measure with covariance

operator (2L — 2UN)~l. Combining these two results, the stationary distribution

of uN has the Radon-Nikodym derivative exp(2F(JNu))/fH exp(2F(JNu))8p0

with respect to too-

Since limAz_00sup,7i{|i.JV — u\) = 0 the stationary distribution of u is the limit

of the stationary distributions of uN. To complete the proof it must be shown that

the stationary distributions of uN converge to the measure to with Radon-

Nikodym derivative exp(2F(u))/fH exp(2F(t/))5too(«) with respect to too-

It is sufficient to show that

lim / \exp(2F(u)) - exp(2F(JNu))\8p0(u) = 0
iV-»oo J H

since this implies weak convergence.
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Hm f |exp(2F(«)) - exp(2F(JNu))\8$0(u)
/V-+00 J H

= Hm / |exp(2£(M) - 2F(/Wu)) - 1| |exp(2£(//vM))|ôp0(ii)
TV—>C0 •/ H

< Hm / (exp(a|u - JNu\2) - l)(exp(a|^«|2 + 2£(0)))Ôp0(«)
TV—»00 J ti

= Hm fH (cxp(a\u - JNu\2) - l)ôti0(«) fH expiai//,«!2 + 2£(0))Sti0(")

exp(2£(0))n(V(\-fl))%< Hm
—  7V-»oo

= 0.

n (V(\-«))y3-i
i-Ai+l

(The last step is a consequence of the convergence of IX" i Q^il0^i~d))l/2 which

follows easily from the fact that L~x is of trace class.) This completes the proof of

Theorem 3.

Theorem 4. Let u(t,u) satisfy u(t,u) = f¿ Pit ~ s)f(u(s,u))ds + P(/)«o

+ e Jo P(t — s)a(s, w) ds and all conditions of Theorem 1.

Let f(u) have the following expansion for any Uq, ux, ..., uN e 77. Define

h = eux + e2«2 + • • • + eNuN. Then

/(«o + A) - /(«ó) +/'(«o)A* +^pV).

+ ••• +^a7tV)* + RÁUo,ux,...,uN,e),

where the subscript* means keep terms only up to order eN. Let Rx satisfy

Rx(uo,ux,...,uN,e) < C(k|,|M,|,...,K|)e"+1

where C has at most polynomial growth in \u0\, \ux\, ..., \uN\. (In general this is an

expansion in functional derivatives andfN(u) will be a bounded N-linear operator on

77".)

Then

u(t,u) = «o(0 + eux(t,u) A- ••■ + eNuN(t,u) + 7i2(f,w,e)

wfereh^ne_+0sup/£{|A2(f>íú,e)|}/e/v = 0.

The u¡(t) can be found by using the expansion for j\u) and matching terms in

the equation for u(t, «). For example,

Uo(t) = JT' P(t - s)f(u0(s))ds + P(t)û0,

«,(,,«) = JT' P(t - s)f'(uo(s))ux(s,u)ds+£ P(t - s)a(s,u)ds,

u2(t,u) = /J P(t - s)f'(uo)u2(s,U)ds + Jo' P(t - s)f-^u¡(s,u)ds.
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Remark. Using the above equations it is possible to show E{\u¡(t,A)\M) < oo

where / > 1 and M is any integer. This result will be needed in the proof of

Theorem 4.

The proof, which is straightforward but involved, is by showing inductively

that E{\u¡(t,u)\M) is less than an expectation involving only functional of

polynomial growth in ux. Since ux (t, to) is a Gaussian random element in 77 as can

be seen from its defining equation, the expectation is finite.

Proof of Theorem 4.

R2(t,u,e) = u — u0- eux — e2H2 — • • • — eNuN

= X' P(t - s)(f(u) - f(u0) - ef'(u0)ux-term of order eN)ds

= X' P(t - s)(f(u) -f(u0 + £«, + •••+ eNuN)

+ Rx(u0,ux,u2,... ,uN,e))ds

= /o' P(t - s)(f(u) -f(u0 + eux + • • • + e»uN))ds

+ fQ P(t- s)Rx(«o,ux,u2,...,uN,e)ds.

Using the triangle inequality,

sup£{|Ä2(i,<o)|}

< sup E ||/o' P(t - s) (f(u) -f(u0 + eux + • • • + £*«„)) J }

-fsup E ||/o' P(t - s)Rx(s)ds\y

Using the conditions of Theorem 1 it is not difficult to show for the first term

sup E ||/o' P(t - s)(f(u) -f(u0 + £«, + ••• + eNuN))ds\ j

< sup/o' \P(t - s)\E{\f(u) -f(u0 + £„, + ... + e»uN)\ds)

< ^ sup E{\u -u0-eux-eNuN\) = ^ sup E{\R2(t,u)\).

For the second term,

sup E ||/o' P(t - s)Rx(s)ds\ | < sup E |/o' \P(t - s)\ \Rx(s)\cbj

1 eN+l
< ^ sup E{\Rx(u0(t),»x(t), ■ ■ .,uN(t),t)\)< — sup £{C(|«ol, kl, kl,.... Kl)}

c eN+X
< -2-r—   with a constant c0, independent of |e| < 1.
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The fact that sup,7í{C(|Hol, k I. kl» • • •. I"zvl)} is finite follows from combining
the polynomial growth condition on C given in the statement of Theorem 4 and

the result mentioned in the remark that s\xptE{\u¡(t,u)\M) < oo.

Combining the two inequalities just derived, one obtains

sup E{\R2(t,u)\) < Cfe™ + I sup E{\R2(t,u)\).

Simple algebra yields

supE{\R2(t,U)\}<C^/(l-l).

Since a/\ < 1

hm^7f{|7?2(/,<o)|} = 0

completing the proof of Theorem 4.

Schilder [2] has obtained by entirely different methods results of the form:

lim f G(eu)exp(e-2F(eu))Sxo(u)/f exp(e~2F(eu))8iv(u) = G(u*).
e—*0 J H I J H

Here trj(w) is the Wiener measure on 77, u* is a minimum point for a certain

functional, grad F satisfies a Lipschitz condition, and G satisfies a smoothness

condition at u*. Note that the ratio is actually the expectation of G with respect

to a measure which is absolutely continuous with respect to Wiener measure.

Schilder's result can be duplicated using the methods of this paper. Let

u',(x,t,u) = t4(*.'.w) + | grad F(u') + ea(x,t,a)

with appropriate side conditions.

From Theorem 3 it can be shown, for smooth G,

lim G(u'(x,t)) = f G(eu)exp(e-2F(eu))8iv(u)/( exp(e-2F(eu))8xv(u).
I—►oo J H I J H

From Theorem 4, lime_^«'(.x, t, to) = w0(*> 0 uniformly in t where u0(x, t) satisfies

3m0/9í = u0xx + jgrad F(u0). It is easy to show lim,^K u0(x,t) = u*(x) where

u*(x) satisfies «£, + ¡ grad F(u*) = 0. This u*(x) corresponds to the u* in

Schilder's result. Finally

limfH G(eu)exp(e-2F(eu))8iv(u)/fH exp(e~2F(eu))Sto(u)

= lim lim E{G(u'(x,t,u¡))} = lim lim E{G(ut(x,t,u>))}
e->0 /-»oo      v    v '" r-»oo e-»0 '"

= lim E{G(u0(x,t))} = lim G(u0(x,t)) = G(u*).
l—*co t—*co

Pincus [3] generalized the result of Schilder to a class of general Gaussian

processes. The analysis given above can be duplicated for this case and will also

extend to Gaussian processes with multidimensional parameters.
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Appendix. To complete the proof of Theorem 3 it is necessary to show that if

J"u=fo' p(' - s)JNfiJNu)ds + jf P(t - s)JNa(s)ds + Pit)JNu0

then the unique stationary distribution of JNu has the Radon-Nikodym derivative

exp(2F(JNu))/f„ exp(2F(JNu))dpQ(u) with respect to p0(M) on JNH.

Rewrite the equation in the form

Jn «(0 = J0 (jn uf "W + jnJ(jn •»))*+ X * "^ * + -At «o •

Since Jo' JNa(s)ds is an A^-dimensional Wiener process, the equation is a finite-

dimensional Itô equation. The following theorem gives the stationary distribution

explicitly for a wide class of Itô equations including the one above. Note that

JNLJNu + JNfiJNu) is Lipschitz continuous on JNH and also is the gradient of

LINu • JNu + F(JNu).

Theorem. Let u(t) G RN satisfy u(t) = f¿f(u(s))ds + W(t) + u(0) where W(t)

is an N-dimensional wiener process. In addition let the following conditions be

satisfied

ii) fis Lipschitz continuous.

(ii)/(w) = grad F(u) for some function F.

(iii) fRn elF^dx < oo where dx is the differential of N-dimensional Lebesgue

measure.

(iv) Prob (t/(0) e S) = fs e2F(*>dx where S is any measurable set in RN.

Then for any T>0, Prob [u(T) e S} = fs e2F^dx.

Proof of Theorem. The method of the proof is to find a sequence of processes

uR(t) such that

Prob (u(T) £S)= lim Prob {uR(T) e S)
Ä-*«o

= fs e2F^dx/fRfl e2F^dx.

Let uR(t) with \uR\ < R satisfy

Ug(t) = X'/KW) ds + W(t) + uR(0)

and

Prob MO) £ 5} «X ?md*/lteM <?2fWiZx-

Let «/¡(f) be reflected at the boundary |i//,(/)| = 7?.

Let Pr(x,í) be defined by fs PRix,t)dx = Prob {uR(t) e S}. PÄ(x,f) satisfies

the forward Kolmogorov equation dPjdt = {• div grad PR - div (/(x)PÄ). The
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side conditions are PR(x,0) = e2Fi-x)/^x^R e2F(*>dx, and at the boundary |x| = R

the normal component of i grad PR(x,t) - f(x)PR(x,t) is 0. (The fact that the

above is the correct boundary condition for the forward Kolmogorov equation

with reflection at the boundary can be easily verified with the use of the

divergence theorem.)

GtM-e**/^*«**

is a solution to the Kolmogorov equation satisfying the side conditions. It can be

shown that with the given side conditions the equation has a unique solution

(Friedman [1]). Hence

Prob {uR(T) ES}=| e2F(x)dx/fM¿R ¿^dx.

The next step in the proof is to show

lim Prob (uR(T) £S} = Prob (u(T) G S).
Ä—»oo

Note that the processes uR(t) and u(t) are equivalent for all paths that do not

reach the boundary. Hence

lim |Prob (uR(T) e S) - Prob (u(T) E S}\
U-»oo

< lim Prob <  sup u(t) > R \.

Therefore it is only necessary to show that lim^,,. Prob {supo^r^W ^ ^}

= 0. But it is well known that this follows from the Lipschitz continuity off.

Concluding the proof,

Prob {u(T) e 5} = lim Prob (uR(T) e S}
R—*co

= lim f e2F^'dx/[ ,     e2FWdx
/¡-►co JS I J|x|¿A

-f^'dx/S^^dx.
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